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2016 June SAP Official New Released C_BOCR_11 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
No doubt that C_BOCR_11 exam is a worth challenging task but you should not feel hesitant against the confronting difficulties.
GreatExam is supplying the new version of C_BOCR_11 VCE dumps now. Get a complete hold on C_BOCR_11 exam syllabus
through GreatExam and boost up your skills. What's more, the C_BOCR_11 dumps are the latest. It would be great helpful to your
C_BOCR_11 exam. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the
end of the article!!!) QUESTION 31You need to create a formula that extracts the area code from each customer's telephone
number and displays the region based on the area code. Phone numbers are stored in a text field in the form 555-555-5555. Which
formula will meet the stated requirements? A. Local stringVar sCode := {Customer.Phone} [1 to 3]; IF sCode in ["604", "250"]
THEN "BC" ELSE IF sCode in ["415", "714","310","661"] THEN "CA";B. Shared stringVar sCode := {Customer.Phone} [1 to
3]; IF aCode in ["604", "250"] THEN "BC" ELSE IF aCode in ["415", "714","310","661"] THEN "CA";C. stringVar sCode :=
{Customer.Phone} [1 to 3]; IF sCode in ["604", "250"] THEN "BC" ELSE IF sCode in ["415", "714","310","661"] THEN "CA";D.
Global numberVar sCode := {Customer.Phone} [1 to 3]; IF sCode in ["604", "250"] THEN "BC" ELSE IF sCode in ["415",
"714","310","661"] THEN "CA";Answer: A QUESTION 32You create a new Crystal report and add an alert. After refreshing the
report the alert is triggered. New data that meets the alert condition is added to the database, but the alert is not triggered again. Why
is the alert NOT triggered? A. The AlertMessage flag is set to "False."B. Once an alert is triggered, it is not evaluated again until
the report is refreshed.C. The alert condition must be refreshed after the alert is triggered.D. Alerts are only triggered once per
report. Answer: B QUESTION 33Which three methods can you use to access the Global Formula Search? (Choose three.) A. In
the Preview Pane, right click on the field.B. In the Formula Editor, right click on the field.C. In the Preview Pane, select the field
and press Alt-D.D. In the Formula Editor, select the field and press Alt-D. Answer: ABD QUESTION 34You are designing a
Crystal report that contains a chart. Your chart must contain one "On change of" value and one "Show" value. Which three chart
types can you use? (Choose three.) A. StockB. PieC. FunnelD. Radar Answer: BCD QUESTION 35Which three options can
you use to export a Crystal report to a file type that maintains conditional formatting? (Choose three.) A. Rich Text FormatB.
MS Excel 97-2003C. Acrobat Format (PDF)D. XML Answer: ABC QUESTION 36You are using a parameter to highlight
sections in a Crystal Reports 2008 report. What will happen if you run the report with a different parameter value? A. A database
refresh will occur.B. The report will produce an error.C. The report refreshes from saved data.D. A database logon prompt will
appear. Answer: C QUESTION 37You create a new Crystal report using a dynamic cascading parameter. You want to use all
available values in the parameter prompt without selecting each value individually. How can you achieve the required result? A.
Create an "All values" item using a shared variable then reference this item in the record selection formula.B. Create an "All
values" item in a command object then reference this item in the record selection formula.C. Create an "All values" item using the
All command then reference this item in the record selection formula.D. Create an "All values" item using an argument then
reference this item in the record selection formula. Answer: B QUESTION 38You specify the "read-only" option on the Common
tab of the Section Expert. Which action can a user perform on objects in that section when editing the report? A. MoveB. CopyC.
FormatD. Delete Answer: B QUESTION 39You create a new dynamic cascading parameter using an existing prompt group in a
report. You receive an "Unable to save the parameter" error message trying to save the parameter. Why does this happen? A. The
Prompt Group Text is not conditionally formatted.B. The Value names within the dynamic cascading parameter are duplicated
elsewhere in the report.C. The Description field is empty.D. The prompt group already has parameters bound to each level.
Answer: D QUESTION 40You design a Summary report with the Suppress option selected instead of the Hide option. Which two
types of information will be displayed when you double-click a summary figure on the report? (Choose two.) A. Detail Header
informationB. Group Header informationC. Detail Footer informationD. Group Footer information Answer: BD GreatExam is
one of the leading exam preparation material providers. We have a complete range of exams offered by the top vendors. You can
download C_BOCR_11 dumps in PDF format on GreatExam.com. Comparing with others', our C_BOCR_11 exam questions are
more authoritative and complete. What's more, the C_BOCR_11 prepare material are the latest. We ensure you pass the
C_BOCR_11 exam easily. 2016 SAP C_BOCR_11 exam dumps (All 293 Q&As) from GreatExam:
http://www.greatexam.com/c-bocr-11-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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